Eyefinity Certified Partners
®

Enhance patient care and workflow with these industry-leading Eyefinity partners.

WORKFLOW EFFICIENCY
CLX

Increase capture rate, improve patient retention and
beat online competition for contact lens reorders with
CLX’s innovative mobile enhanced technology.

DataHEALTH
Protect critical data by automatically securing and
storing data for recovery. With superior technology,
DataHEALTH runs data integrity checks and notifies you
of corruption and issues.

DrFirst

Experience simple, powerful, and speedy e-prescribing
services that allow you to electronically submit
medication orders and renewals, access multiple patient
formularies for eligibility, check for appropriate dosing
information, and utilize robust reporting capabilities.

ECR Vault

Quickly and easily capture, store, and retrieve your
electronic paper records. Experience greater efficiency
with ECR Vault’s document management solutions.

Total Merchant Services

Total Merchant Services provides EMV and PCI Compliant
merchant solutions. TMS allows you the ability to protect
patient cardholder information and integrate payments
into your software at the lowest pricing in the nation.

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

PATIENT ENGAGEMENT/SOCIAL
4PatientCare

Automatically fill your schedule, control your online
reputation, and enhance your communication with
patients via email, text, voice, postal, web, and social media.

Demandforce

Attract new patients with 24/7 scheduling via Google
and Facebook while enhancing your online reputation
with review collection and syndication. Keep patients
coming back with automated appointment reminders,
promotions, surveys and newsletters.

SolutionReach

Reduce missed appointments by sending voice,
email, and text reminders. Promote your practice and
build patient loyalty with newsletters and surveys.
SolutionReach eliminates communication gaps between
you and your patients.

Websystem3

Maintain patient satisfaction with surveys, thank-you
notes, and e-newsletters. Increase efficiency with
automated appointment reminders, online patient forms,
and Rx-ready notifications. Your practice will benefit from
Websystem3’s easy, automated communication tools.

Weave

Works seamlessly with your practice management
software to provide timely information about each
patient as soon as the phone rings. Weave pulls relevant
patient data and makes it available to practice staff
through instant prompts on a simple app-like screen.

eyeReports

eyeReports transforms the way you learn about your
professional optical business by delivering powerful
reports and graphs to help you make informed
decisions and run a successful practice.

Gateway Professional Network (GPN)

Measure and track your business with The EDGE®.
Seamlessly integrated with OfficeMate®, The EDGE®
empowers you and your team to make informed
decisions based on easy-to-understand charts, graphs,
email automated performance reviews and snapshots.

Trizetto

Streamline your practice’s operations and optimize
revenue with solutions that verify patient eligibility,
integrate auto remittance posting, and process claims
efficiently. Use analytics tools and reporting to identify
underpayments, reduce errors, and automate the
appeals process to improve your bottom line.

SERVICES
Abyde

A cloud-based solution that enables practices to attain and
sustain HIPAA compliance with ease. Get audit protection,
risk analyses, and training. Abyde handles HIPAA complexities
so you can focus on patient care and building profitability.

North Shore Computer

Safeguard against future audits by identifying your risk
levels and consulting with the HIPPA compliance team.
Offers HIPPA-compliant solutions and strategies, allowing
you to focus on patient care and growing your business.
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